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Overview

Committed to be more than an international QA Agency

THE-ICE Four (4) Pillars

Recognition

Development

Promotion

Benchmarking
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Overview

Many countries share common concerns about the performance of their higher education 
systems and would like to learn how well their systems are performing in comparison to others

Cross-country comparisons through international benchmarking will enable countries to learn
more about strengths and weaknesses, by identifying what works in higher education
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Benchmarking vs Ranking

A fine but significant difference

Benchmarking

Quality assurance based statistical

findings

Best practice focus

Measurable (satisfaction levels)

Trackable (wave on wave)

Comparable (against other

index/indexes)

Ranking

Minimal, if any, measurable and

quantifiable metrics applied

Overwhelming for market

positioning purposes

Often conduct by magazines,

newspapers and websites

Possibly academics
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“no European higher education ranking system (HERs) demonstrates good overall 
congruence, mainly due to methodological shortcomings. Results further show that 

HERSs compiled and published by non-profit research entities seem to perform better 
than the majority of HERSs published by for-profit news outlets … with quantitative 

assessment tool(s) helping to explain resource allocation pressures within higher 
education institutions”

source: Stolz, I., Hendel, D.D.&Horn, A.S. High Educ (2010)

Why do we need change
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Benchmark

Comparison 
to peers

Pinpointing 
performance  

and 
operational 

gaps

Identifying 
improvement  

initiatives

Enhance 
Value

Benchmarking 
Value Cycle

Benchmarking cycle
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Who is i-graduate

Specialists in the delivery of world-class 
insight tools and studies for stakeholders 

in education.

1,400 of the world’s leading universities, 
colleges and schools, government 
agencies, across 32 countries with 

feedback from over 2.5 million 
respondents

The International Graduate Insight 
Group (i-graduate) is an independent 

benchmarking and consultancy service 
that delivers comparative insights for 

the education sector worldwide

Developed partnerships with 
institutions, governments and 

education-related organisations
(such as THE-ICE)
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THE-ICE Benchmarking Excellence 

Exclusive & mandatory for THE-ICE Member Institutions

The world’s only cross-sectorial, cross-institutional TH&E focussed 
student satisfaction research

Confidential benchmarking amongst peer institutions from THE-ICE 
network and a wider ISBSB Global Index

Key findings on students’

decision making process  & expectations 

importance /satisfaction: ARRIVAL, LIVING, LEARNING & SUPPORT

propensity to recommend 

future plans

open comments
NB: Since 2010, THE-ICE’s index became the Global Index for TH&E education  

Confidential annual research – THE-ICE ISBSB™ Survey



• THE-ICE understands that members are facing increased pressure to
produce rankings, which are used for marketing purposes

• Currently working with igraduate to develop measurable benchmark
statements for institutions across the 150 elements
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Is there a solution – benchmarking vs ranking?

results feed 
through to 
academic & 

industry 
reputation.

Allows you to 
focus on 

being a good 
institution
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Scope & Methodology

THE-ICE ISBSB is an Independent

feedback process, designed

specifically to track the student

experiences of national (SB) and

international (ISB) students

Semi-standardised online

questionnaire format, adapted

and customised for each

member

Addressing key areas of arrival,

learning, living and support
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Scope & Methodology

Benchmarked against THE-ICE group, providing measurable 

institution-specific results 

Results compared against THE-ICE Index and global benchmarks

11,924 
students 

respondents 

25 THE-ICE 
member 

institutions

across 10 
countries

2017 THE-ICE ISBSB Survey Wave



Benchmarking Learning – vs Peers of THE-ICE Network & Global Index (International Students)

THE-ICE ISB-SB™ survey report (sample findings)
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THE-ICE ISB-SB™ survey report (sample findings)
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Nationality breakdown:  THE-ICE (inner 
circle) vs Global Index (outer circle)

Benchmarking Learning Satisfaction
(Domestic Students)



THE-ICE ISB-SB™ survey report (sample findings)
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Key influence – choice of institution (International Students)



THE-ICE ISB-SB™ survey report (sample findings)
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What do you plan to do after your current programme of study?



THE-ICE ISB-SB™ survey report (sample findings)
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Arrival satisfaction International students – wave-on-wave 2015 vs 2014 
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Why is benchmarking important?

Benchmarking ‘higher education system performance’ will contribute towards 
improvement across different higher education systems



• THE-ICE

• i-graduate

• THE-ICE Member Institutions
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Working together for a fairer system

THE-ICE have been working with igraduate towards achieving these 
objectives within TH&E higher education since 2007



For more information, please contact:

Ms Jane Gentle
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